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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Considerable momentum has developed within social
sciences directed toward the study of interaction systems.
Increasingly, the concepts of intrapersonal analysis are
being re-oriented and expanded to encompass interpersonal
situations.

The emergence of family-oriented therapies, and

ecological studies of the dynamics of classroom environments
are products of this trend.
The intent of this thesis is to investigate interpersonal interaction by focusing on a specific theoretical position extracted from intrapersonal and small-group psychology,
and then applying it to marital dyadic interaction.

The

major premise advanced is that an individual member of a
marital dyad will experience greater satisfaction when his or
her family concept shows a specific type of complementary
alignment with the mate's perception of the family.
The basis for

theorie~

of complementary types in

marital dyads draws from the non-disjoint areas of psychoanalysis and the literary novel.

Freud provides a description

of functional neurotic pairing in the narcissistic-anaclitic
love dyad.

In his characterization, "the narcissist displays
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a predominance of self-love and a need for confirmatory
admiration by others, while the anaclitic person engages in
self-derogation, heightened by a contrasting reverence for
the imagined perfection of the love object.

Similarly, the

writing of authors such as Ibsen and James Thurber develops
the tragic, sometimes comic, dependence of the "master-servant
girl" and "mother-son" marital relations

(Winch, 1968).

A broadening of the idea of complementary types to the
normal range of behavioral interaction was accomplished by
the theoretical work of Schutz (1958) and Winch (1958).
Schutz's theory is the more general of the two, developing
compatibility measures

fo~

interpersonal attraction while

Winch limits his study to the formation of love relations in
mate selection.
The compatibility measures which Schutz derives relate
three interdependent facets of behavior to three postulated
interpersonal need-dimensions.

Compatibility entails (a)

similarity with respect to the amount of behavioral interchange
desired in a specific need area, (b) complementary positions
in regard to the tendency to originate or receive the needrelated behavior and (c) equality in the reciprocal needrelation of one person's expressed behavior and the other's
wanted behavior.

The interrelation of these three comp-atibility

3

measures is shown in Figure I.
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INTERRELATED AXES OF COMPATIBILITY
MEASURES (SCHUTZ, 1958)

to this elaborate system of derived

compatibility ratings, Winch hypothesized a correlational
method for analysis of two types of complementary needrelations.

In Winch's view two people are "complementary

when A's behavior in acting out A's need X is gratifying to
B's needY and B's behavior in acting out B's needY is
gratifying to A's need X" (Winch, 1958).

Winch divided this

view of complementarity to make a distinction between cases
when (1) A's need X was the same as B's needY, and (2) when
X and Y were different but related needs.

In the first case,
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Winch (1958) hypothesized that complementarity would be
indicated by a negative correlation between the intensity
ratings of spouses on the same need.

For the second case,

tests for complementarity were obtained by hypothesizing a
specific direction (either + or - ) for correlations between
certain "logically" related need categories of the dyad.

A

combination of these two aspects constituted a test of the
"general hypothesis of complementariness " (Winch, 1958).
Shutz and Winch hold similar theoretical positions in
that they both emphasize the characteristics of the objective
reality of the complementary or compatible situation.

Rather

than measuring gratification within the interpersonal marital
setting, Winch (1958) has attempted to measure the

individu~~

need-structure independently by "neeq interviews" and TAT
procedures.

Having thus obtained need ratings independent

of the marriage, he then tests for the existence of complementary dyads.

Similarly, Schutz's Fundamental Interpersonal

Relations Orientations Questionnaire (FIRO-B) has been used
in a situation free-form to derive measures of compatibility
in marital relations. (Centers, 1970).
The inadequacy. of evaluating a person's need-structure
in this manner can be seen through Lewin's statement that
"a person's behavior in any situation is jointly determined
by the characteristics of that situation, as he perceives

5

them and by the particular behavioral disposition of which
he is possessed at that time"

(Carson, 1969).

It follows

from this that complementary interpersonal positions cannot
be determined independent of the situation and that objective
measures of the need behavior exchanged are less desirable
than measures of perceptual complementarity on the part of
the individuals who are interacting.

The perceptual filter-

ing of one's environment creates a personal reality for each
member of the behavioral interaction.

Continued interaction

within a given situation combines a reaction to pre-offered
stimuli and the individual's perceptual interpretation of
these stimuli.

This interpretive process can be very complex,

as Laing describes in his book on interpersonal perception
(Laing, 1966)
Peter's view of himself is related
to what Peter thinks Paul thinks of
him; that is, to Peter's metaperspective and metaidentity. If what
Peter thinks Paul thinks of him is not
what Peter wants to have thought of
him, Peter has, in principle, as a
means of controlling the condition
that controls him, the option of acting
upon Paul to change Paul, or of acting
upon his own experience of Paul to
change his experience of Paul. By
acting on Paul, Peter may intend to
act upon Paul's experience of Peter,
or he may intend merely to act on Paul's
action.

6

A schematic representation of this interaction process
is shown in Figure II.

FIGURE II:

INTERACTION IN A COMMON SITUATION (LAING, 1966)

In Laing's view, "a great deal of human action has as
its goal the induction of particular experiences in the other
of oneself"

(Laing, 1966).

It follows then that within the

intimate relationship of the marital dyad, a considerable part
of the interaction should simultaneously allow both partners
to enact their favored interpersonal stance.
A.

NEEDS, INTERPERSONAL BEHAVIOR, AND

CO~WLEMENTARITY

The literature concerning innate needs and their social
expansion through secondary reinforcement to the formation of
interpersonal needs is voluminous and conceptually diverse.
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Fortunately, this whole realm of theoretical speculation can
be avoided by equating needs with types of behavior available
for obtaining their satisfaction.

Schutz (1958) essentially

adopts this stance in postulating (a) inclusion, (b) control,
and (c) affection as the three dimensions of interpersonal
needs

and as sufficient basis for incorporating all inter-

personal behavior.

Carson (1969) reviews the literature on

factorial and other correlational techniques of clustering
interpersonal behavior and obtains a two-dimensional, orthogonal space with "dominance-submission" as one axis and "lovehate" as the other.

These two axes divide the behavior space

into four quadrants which represent distinct social behaviors;
these are (1) hostile-dominance, (2) friendly-dominance,
(3) friendly-submission and (4) hostile-submission.

Leary

(1957) has further subdivided this space by correlational
methods.

He derived a circular ordering of behaviors in which

the correlations of any particular variable with the others
first decreases monotonically to a ce~tain point and then
increases monotonically, as a function of the magnitude of the
separation of the variable along the perimeter of the circle.
This type of variable relationship is called a circumplex.
Leary's model is shown superimposed over the two factor space
in Figure III.
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It should be noted that in addition to the qualitative
array of behavior around the circle and quantitative variation
in intensity with distance from the center, Leary also defines
the type of behavior provoked by the display of behavior in
each of the segments.

Carson (1969) maintains that

This idea is central to the Leary framework:
interpersonal behaviors are viewed as being,
in part, security operations employed by
persons to maintain relative comfort, security,
and freedom from anxiety in their interactions
with others. The purpose of interpersonal
behavior, in terms of its security-maintenance
function, is to induce from the other person
behavior that is complementary to the behaviot
proffered. It is assumed that this induced,
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complementary behavior has current utility
for the person inducing it, in the sense
that it maximizes his momentary security.
As can be seen from Leary's model, "complementarity occurs on
the basis of reciprocity in respect to the dominance-submission axis (dominance tends to induce submission, and vice
versa), and on the basis of correspondence in respect to the
hate-love axis (hate induces hate, and love induces love)"
(Carson, 1969).
Thus, irrespective of the underlying social process
which attributes security or comfort to a specific type of
behavioral interaction, it can be specified that maximum
satisfaction in an interaction situation will be obtained
when the participants perceive the situation in a complementary manner.

As Laing (1965) states? "I [nonspecific] there-

fore tend to select others for whom I can be the other that I
wish to be, so that I may then reappropriate the sort of
meta-identity I want."

B. FAMILY CONCEPT
The ·"family concept" represent.s a transformation of the
intrapersonal construct of self-concept into the domain
the marital situation.

"The family concept is assu..rned to

have the following characteristics:
behavior;

It influences our

it can be referred to and shared;

and it can

of

10
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change as a resu 1 t o f exper1ence

(van der

Veen~

1965).

An

instrument design to study aspects of a person's family concept
has been developed by Ferdinand van der Veen.

In the following

paragraph, van der Veen (1970) states:
The term "family concept"refers to the way in
which an individual perceives his family as a
whole. The components of the family concept
are interrelated and include the perceptions,
feelings and attitudes an individual has regarding his family. A Family Concept Q-Sort test
has been developed which asks each family member
to describe his real and his ideal family.
The test yields a number of family concept
variables, among which are Family Congruence
(similarity between the real family concepts of
two family members), Family Satisfaction (similarity between the real and ideal family concepts
of one or more family member ) and Family Adjustment (similarity between the real family
concept of a family member and a professional
ideal). It also provides numerical indices
for specific content areas c~ncerning the
family unit.
The idea. of complementary perceptions of the family
situation is posed as an alternative to the concept of congruence as used by van der Veen.

To some degree complementarity

encompasses congruence in that similarity is demanded with
respect to the affective domaine.

This instrument is partie-

ularly suitable for investigating Laing's concept of situational,
interpersonal

re rceptions,

since the "items describe the entire

family unit, and not individual
family.

relat~onships

within the

It is expected that in this way the most salient

I

,I''
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aspects of a person's family experience are obtained regardless of the specific relationships that are involved" (van
der veen, 1966).

c.

SATISFACTION AND ADJUSTMENT IN MARRIAGE
A considerable amount of research has been based on

measures of marital adjustment/marital satisfaction as a
dependent variable.

Despite this viable position in the

literature, Laws (1971) reported in a recent review article
that "research in marital adjustment/marital satisfaction
shows substantial overlap in methods and even specific
instruments used."

This consensus in methodology has not

resulted from the appropriateness of the constructs, but
rather from a vagueness in the definition of the·concept to
be measured.

Locke, the developer of the classic instrument

in the field, defined marital adjustment "as the presence of
such characteristics in a marriage as a tendency to avoid
or resolve conflict, a feeling of satisfaction with the
marriage and with each other, the sharing of common interests
and activities, and the fulfilling of marital expectations of
the husband and wife"

(Locke, 1958).

This type of broad

conceptual definition is not amenable to quantification.
Thus, Locke and a considerable number of other investigators
have operationally defined marital adjustment "as that which
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is measured by a marital adjustment test"

(Locke, 1958).

To further explicate this operational approach, Locke
(1959) conducted a factor study of a short form of his marital
adjustment test.
could identify.

He obtained eight factors, five of which he
In a more recent factor study (Kimmel, in

press) utilizing improved methodological procedures, a twofactor solution was obtained.

These two factors indicated

that the marital adjustment test was composed of components
of sexual congeniality and compatibility.

These dimensions

could still be viewed as representative of either marital
satisfaction or adjustment.

A second method of assessing satisfaction is "as a
subjective condition in which an individual expr~sses a certain
degree of attainment of goals or desires"
Family Satisfaction

(Burr, 1970).

The

score obtained from the Q-Sort instru-

ment provides such a measure.

Attainment of a desirable

situation is reflected by the correlation between a person's
real and ideal Q-Sorts.
The Q-Sort provides a more diverse instrument than the
Locke test in that it derives a satisfaction score from
similarity in the rating of items which comprise nine dimensions of family interaction (van der Veen, 197lc).

Laws

(1971) indicates the desirability of an expanded basis and
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states that "a major fault of the marriage literature (and
one source of its conservatism) is the fallacy of treating
the-marital dyad as a closed system."
D.

RELATED STUDIES
A

comprehensive review of the literature on similarity/

complementarity of perception as it affects marital satisfaction is given by Laws (1970).

Primary emphasis in this field

deals with the various relations which can be constructed
from pairings of the partners' real or ideal concepts and/or
their perceptions of their spouse's real or ideal concepts.
The conceptual items relate to either personality traits
(Luckey, 1960 a, 1960 b, 1961; Karp, 1970) or marital role
expectations (Stuckert, 1963).

Murstein (1972) analyzed

all 'possible combinations (twenty-eight) of perceptual pairs
and reported the following general results:

(1) "perceived

similarity and compatibility were consistently more highly
correlated with marital adjustment than actual similarity and
compatibility" and (2) "accurate perception of the man and the
perception of him as compatible with spouse expectations were
very often significantly correlated with marital adjustment,
whereas the converse with respect to women, was much less
frequent."

These results are in agreement with those found

by Luckey (1960 a) and Stuckert (1963).
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Studies based on Winch's and Schultz's theoretical
formulations of complementarity and compatibility have failed
to produce substantial empirical support for their position
(Udry, 1963; Blazer, 1963; Centers, 1970).

Karp (1970),

however, has obtained empirical validation for a theory of
ideal-self-fulfillment in mate selection.

She reports that

while significant similarity is perceived between the real
self-concept of female subjects and their perception of their
fiances, where differences existed between the real and ideal
self the fiance was perceived significantly more like the
ideal-self.

Karp (1970) concludes that if complementarity

plays a part in mate selection, it would function in such a
way as to provide ideal-self-fulfillment.

Unfortunately,

Karp does not report the trait areas in which similarity or
complementarity were obtained.
Unlike previous studies reported in the literature,
this project utilizes a definition of complementarity which
incorporates both similar and reciprocal traits.

Also, while

the literature studies (Luckey, 1960 a, 1960 b, 1961; Karp,
1970; and Murstein, 1972) have employed adjective check lists
to assess personality traits, the current project takes a
situational and factor orientation toward the study of marital
partners' perceptual integration.

CHAPTER II
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND HYPOTHESES
The purpose of this study is to ascertain the relation
between the alignment of individuals' perceptual structuring
of an interaction situation and their satisfaction within the
situation.

Specifically, the alignment process dealt with is

the "family concept" correspondence of marital partners derived
from their interaction in the family unit.
The theoretical basis of this investigation (Leary,
1957; Laing, 1966; Carson, 1969) maintains that behavioral
interaction and perceptual alignment constitute an
system.

integra~ed

Maximum satisfaction will be obtained when the persons

interacting are able to simultaneously realize hedonistic
outcomes.

Since some aspects of interpersonal behavior seem

mutually exclusive, as in the case of dominance, and others
mutually inclusive , such as affection, the integration of a
satisfactory interpersonal relationship would favor individuals with specific types of complementary needs.

In accordance

with a concept of complementarity, the main premise of this
study is that satisfaction within the marriage will be greater
when the "family concepts" of the husband and wife are similar
with respect to a love-hate dimension and reciprocal on a
15
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dominance-submissive dimension of interpersonal perception.
The first proposition to be investigated is essentially
a recasting of Winch's (1958) primary hypothesis in terms of

perception of the marital situation.

The basic assumptions

are that (1) through the selection and subsequent interaction
processes, the marriage partners should evolve complementary
behavior patterns, (2) the partners' perceptions of the family
situation should emphasize the aspects of the situation from
which they derive the most utility.

Hypothesis 1: The occurrence of complementary perceptions of the family situation
should exceed that predicted by random
matching of individuals.
The remaining hypothesffiare based on Carson's (1969)
and Leary's theories of mutual rewards and costs inherent in
interpersonal behavior.

The possible pairings of behavioral

interactions are presented in Figure IV.
Positive signs in the matrix represent complementary
interaction.

Negative signs designate what Carson calls

anticomplementary interactions (that is, non-complementary
interraction with respect to both dimensions of interpersonal
behavior).

In addition to assumption (2) as noted above, it

is assumed that the mutual re•vards and costs which Carson
mentions will be reflected in measures of the degree of

II,

,

...
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Person A's
Options
person B's

o tions
Hostile-Dominance
Aggressive- - - Competitive
Behaviors
Friendly-Dominance
Managerial----Responsible
Behaviors
Friend!y~S~bmi~sio~

Cooperative
Docile
Behaviors
Hostile-Submission
Self:-Effacing Rebellious
Behaviors

+
FIGURE IV

MATRIX OF INTERPERSONAL PAIRINGS: + INDICATES COMPLEMENTARY
PAIRING, - INDICATES ANTI-COMPLEMENTARY PAIRING, BLANK CELLS
ARE NON-COMPLEMENTARY
PAIRS

)
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satisfaction experienced by the couple.
Hypothesis 2· When the husband perceives
the family situation as one of:
(a)

Friendly-Dominance, his satisfaction should
be greatest when the wife perceives FriendlySubmission and least when she perceives
Hostile-Dominance.

(b)

Hostile-Dominance, his satisfaction should
be greatest when the wife perceives HostileSubmission and least when she perceives
Friendly-Dominance.

(c)

Hostile-Submission, his satisfaction should
be greatest when the wife perceives HostileDominance and least when she perceives
Friendly-Submission.

(d)

Friendly-Submission, his satisfaction should
be greatest when the wife perceives FriendlyDominance and least when she perceives HostileSubmission.

!!tl
::I
'irll

'lr
:. ·11!

The last hypothesis is similar to number two, except

II!'I'

I

II

il:

that the wife's perception and satisfaction are evaluated.

1.~, ·.1

II

Hypothesis 3: When the wife perceives the family
situation as one of:
(a)

Friendly-Dominance, her satisfaction should
be greatest when the husband perceives
Friendly-Submission and least when he
perceives Hostile-Submission:.

(b)

Hostile-Dominance, her satisfaction should
be greatest when the husband perceives
Hostile-Submission and least when he
perceives Friendly-Dominance.

(c)

Hostile-Submission, her satisfaction should
be greatest when the husband perceives
Hostile-Dominance and least when he
perceives Friendly-Submission.

,II,

':1·~
1

11,

~.1 ·

1··i

II
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(d)

Friendly-Submission, her satisfaction
should be greatest when the husband perceives
Friendly-Dominance and least when he perceives
Hostile-Submission.

CHAPTER III
METHOD
The Family Concept Q-Sort and Marital Adjustment
test scores used as a basis for the analysis of this study
were obtained as part of an on-going research project conducted by Ferdinand van der Veen (1967).

VanderVeen's study

essentially dealt with the relation of family concept measures
to psychotherapy and child adjustment.

While van der Veen's

study utilized a longitudinal design to evaluate treatment
effects, this project treats data from only the initial
testing stage.
Four subject groups were involved in this testing.
These groups were catagorized as (1) Clinic Treatment,
(2) Clinic-Waiting list, (3) Non-Clinic low-adjustment, and
(4) Non-Clinic high adjustment.

At the initial test stage

the first t~vo groups are essentially the same in that they
are comprised of "parents who have so"ught help from a
community mental health agency for one of their children"
(van der Veen, 1967).

Clinic cases were screened on a basis

that (1) both parents had to be living in the horne, (2) the
criterion child (identified patient) was of school age (six
to sixteen years old), and (3) organicity or psychosis was
20
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not the predominant diagnosis.

The two non-clinic groups

were selected on the basis of teacher ratings and cumulative
school records which agreed on a very good or distinctly
poor adjustment of the criterion child.

The non-clinic

groups were roughly matched with families in the treatment
group on the following demographic variables-- occupational
and educational level of parents, size of family, age, sex,
r.Q. and rank in family of the criterion child.

Members of

each group agreed to participate in the research program.
The sample sizes were:
List, 53;

Clinic Treatment, 44;

Non-Clinic High Adjustment, 35;

Low Adjustment, 31, for a

~otal

Clinic Waiting

and Non-Clinic

of 163 families.

Five families

who had completed the Q-Sort Test had no scores on the Marital
Adjustment Test.

Thus, a sample of 158 families were used in

analyses with this variable.
Since randomization procedures were not utilized in
obtaining this sample, generalization to a specific population is not possible.

This limitation is not deemed crucial

because the theory being tested is viewed as applicable across
groups.

Furthermore, the range of marital satisfaction obtain-

able from this sample should provide a more valid test of the
ability of complementarity of perceptions to account for this
variance.
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The two instruments used in this study were the Family
concept Q-Sort Test and a short form of the Locke Marital
Adjustment test.
capacity;

(1)

The Q-Sort instrument is used in a dual
it provides the essential basis for determin-

ation of complementarity of perceptions and (2)

gives a

measure of the individual's satisfaction with his perception
of the family.

VanderVeen (197l_a) describes the instrument

as follows:
The Q-Sort is composed of 80 items that
describe various social-emotional aspects of
the entire family group (e.g., We are
critical of each other. We get along well
in the community). The S is instructed to
sort the item cards into a forced normal
distribution of nine categories ranging
from 0 (least like his particular family)
to 8 (most like his particular family).
Two sorts are required from each person,
one for the family "as it is now" (real
family concept) and the other for the family
as he would "ideally like it to be" (ideal
family concept) .
•.. The family satisfaction score is the
product-moment correlation between S's real
and ideal sorts. It provides an estimate of
how closely the family, as he views it,
resembles the way he ideally wants it to be.
The scores reported for family satisfaction have been
converted from raw correlation by the Fisher

~

transformation

(Hays, 1963) and then multiplied by one thousand to remove
decimals.
Van der Veen (1966, 1970 b) has summarized reliability
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studies conducted over a period from four weeks to two years
and reports retest reliabilities on the order of .6 to .7 for
the Family Concept description and .39 for the family satisfaction of a high adjustment group over two years.
The validity of the family concept measures were evidenced in numerous studies which reported significant differences
between high and low adjusted and clinic and non-clinic groups
(van der Veen, 1971 a, 1971 b; Raskin and van der Veen, 1970).
The short form of the marital adjustment test utilized
in this study consisted of twenty-three items compiled by
Locke (1951).

This instrument it included to provide a

measure of adjustment/satisfaction which is independent of
the Q-Sort items.
Various forms of the Locke
the marriage literature.

in~trument

are salient in

Studies utilizing these forms report

generally high reliabilities by both split-half and testretest methods.

Reliability estimates range from .75 to

.90 (Kimmel, in press; Laws, 1971; Locke, 1959).

The validity

of the Locke test is based on.its ability to discriminate
between criterion groups of high and low-adjusted subjects
(Locke, 1959).
The two test instruments were administered to each
member of the marital dyad in separate rooms of their horne.

!I
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Each person completed a "real" and "ideal" Q-Sort, the short
form of the Locke Marital Adjustment Test, and several other
instruments used in van der Veen's (1967) larger study.
The initial step in the investigation of the various
hypotheses was to recast the items in the Family Concept QSort to conform with the Leary-Carson framework.

This was

accomplished by having "qualified" raters assign items to the
four quadrants of interpersonal behavior.

Assignments were

based on the tone of each item with respect to the two dimensions which separate the quadrants.

A listing of the Q-Sort

items, along with the rater instructions, are presented in
Appendix I.
Fourteen ratings of the Q-Sort items were obtained.
The raters.were selected on the basis of their having obtained
a college degree in a branch of the social sciences.

A

majority of these raters were employed in a research capacity
at the Institute for Juvenile Research in Chicago, Illinois.
The four-item sets representing the quadrants of interpersonal behavior were composed of Q-Sort items which met
a criterion level of nine out of fourteen rater agreements.
This criterion represents a deviation from random placement
which is significant beyond the .OOSlevel.

Appendix II

presents a summary of the item ratings and the composition of
the final item sets.
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Each experimental subject was scored on the four item
sets by summing the ratio

type ratings given the items in a

particular set on the subject's "real family concept Q-Sort."
These item set scores were transformed into normalized tscores across the entire sample.
a Q-Sort item rating of

11

Since "eight" represented

most like" the subject's family,

the individual's item set with the largest t-score was
designated as his most salient perceptual set relative to
the sample of individuals tested.

Thus, each individual was

classified in one of the perceptual sets--Friendly-Dominant,
Hostile-Dominant, Hostile-Submissive, Friendly-Submissive.
Based on their perceptual sets, marital dyads were
further classified as to perceptual alignment--Complementary,
Non-Complementary, Anti-Complementary and Congruent (a special
case of non-complementarity in which the individuals have
the same perceptual set).
The primary analysis of the hypotheses was based on
these two factors:
Alignment.

(1) Perceptual Set and (2) Perceptual

Hypothesis 1 was tested by determining the devia-

tion from random occurrence of the sample's distribution
of families' perceptual alignment.

Random occurrence of the

four categories of perceptual alignment should conform to a
binomial distribution with a probability of success (member-
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ships in a particular alignment category) equal to onequarter, and failure (non-member in the particular alignment
category) equal to three quarters.

The fraction of cases

occurring in each alignment category was tested against the
one-quarter predicted value, by the normal approximation
to the binomial distribution, as given by the following
formulas (Brownlee, 1965):
x-\-n9o
when x > n9o
n9o (1-Qo)
or

=

x+~-n9o

n9o (1-Qo) when x<n9o

where
x

= obtained frequency

n

= total sample size

Qo

= expected probability of obtaining an x
on any single trial.

u
p

is distributed normally with a mean of zero
and a standard deviation of one.

= the probability of a sample being as
deviant as the obtained sample.

This u-statistic is distributed normally with a mean
of zero and a standard deviation of one.

For large sample

sizes this statistic provides a good estimation of the exact

II
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binomial probabilities.

The maximum error involved in this

approximation is given by Mood (1963):
maximum error

=

.15
n~

(Go-1)

Thus, the u-statistic used to investigate Hypothesis 1 has a
maximum error of .029.
Hypothesis 2 was investigated by one-way analyses of
variance and Dunn's Multiple Comparison procedure of individual's satisfaction scores across the four levels of the
perceptual alignment factor.

These analyses are divided as

indicated in Hypotheses 2 and 3 by sex and perceptual set of
the criterion subject.

The division of subjects by sex was

based on the interdependence of the marital dyadis alignment
factor.
In cases where Bartlett's test indicated a violation
of the homogeneity of variance assumption, multiple t-prime
comparisons were used to investigate cell differences.

The

correction on the degrees of freedom for unequal. variances
was derived by Satterthwaite (Winer, 1962), and the test
statistic has a Student's t-distribution.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
I.

FINDINGS PERTAINING TO HYPOTHESIS ONE
Hypothesis 1:

The occurrence of complementary
perception of the family situation should exceed that predicted
by random matching of individuals.

The total sample of 163 married couples who had
completed the Family Concept Q-Sort were used in testing the
first hypothesis.

The dyad's perceptual alignment was

determined from the member!s primry perceptual set as described in the Method section.

For the purposes of this

hypothesis and the remaining analyses, "congruence" of the
mate's perception of the marital situation was specified as
representing a distinct form of perceptual alignment.
The obtained frequencies of each alignment category
and the probability that the obtained frequencies represent
random sampling of a population in which each ca~egory has
equal representation, are given in Table I.

The reported p-

levels represent the normal approximation to the exact binomial probabilities.
As described in the Method section, the maximum error
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TABLE I
OBTAINED FREQUENCY OF PERCEPTUAL ALIGNMENT
CATEGORIES AND THEIR PROBABILITY OF OCCURRENCE

Perceptual Alignment
Category

Obtained
Frequency

P-Value

Complementary

41

P<.5 (n.s.)

Non-Complementary

24

p

<. 002

Anti-Complementary

35

P

< .17

Congruent

63

p

<. 0008

(n.s.)
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involved in this approximation is .029 in the calculated
value of u.

This error of approximation does not significantly

affect the reported results.
Due to the special nature of the "congruence" category
(see Discussion section), and the frequency with which it
occurred, a second order alignment measure for this category
was defined.

This second order alignment was composed of an

individual's highest perceptual set and his mate's second
highest set.

The second order alignments could be defined in

terms of the remaining three first-order alignment categories.
Tables II and III show the breakdown of the corgruence category for males and females, respectively, along with the
probability of the combined frequencies representing a
binomial

s~mple

with 9= 1/3.

While Table I does not support Hypothesis 1, Tables
II and III do indicate the predominance of complementary
alignment when the second order perception of congruent pairs
are considered in combination with the first order alignments
of the other categories.

II.

FINDINGS PERTAINING TO HYPOTHESIS TWO

A summary of the means, standard deviations, and sample
size for the male subjects' family satisfaction and marital

TABLE II
BREAKDOWN OF CONGRUENCE CATEGORY INTO
SECOND ORDER ALIGNMENTS, COMBINED FREQUENCIES,
AND THEIR PROBABILITY OF OCCURRENCE FOR MALE SUBJECTS
Perceptual Alignment
Category

Frequency of First
Order Alignments

Frequency of Second
Order Alignments

Combined
Frequency

P-Value

Complementary

41

39

80

p

< . 00004

Non-Complementary

24

6

30

p

< . 00008

Anti-Complementary

35

18

53

P< .5 (n.s.)

TABLE III
BREAKDOWN OF CONGRUENCE CATEGORY INTO
SECOND ORDER ALIGNMENTS, COMBINED FREQUENCIES,
AND THEIR PROBABILITY OF OCCURRENCE FOR FEMALE
SUBJECTS
Perceptual Alignment
Category

Frequency of First
Order Alignments

Frequency of Second
Order Alignments

Combined
Frequency

P-Value

Complementary

41

39

80

p

<. 00004

Non-Complementary

24

12

36

p

<. 002

Anti-Complementary

35

12

47

P<.l3
(n. s. )

w
N
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adjustment scores by levels of perceptual set and alignment
are presented in Table IV.
Hypothesis 2:

When the husband perceives the
family situation as one of:
(a) Friendly-Dominance, his
satisfaction should be greatest
when his wife perceives FriendlySubmission and least when she perceives Hostile-Dominance.

Summary statistics for this part of the hypothesis are
given in rows one to four of Table IV.

Tables V, VI present

the anlysis of variance summary for family satisfaction and
marital adjustment, respectively.

The null hypothesis of

no between cell treatment effects is accepted, and Hypothesis
2 is therefore not supported.
When the husband perceives the family situation as one of:
(b) Hostile Dominance, his satisfaction
should be greatest when his wife
perceives Hostile-Submission and
least when she perceives FriendlyDominance.
Summary statistics for this part of the hypothesis are
given in rows five to eight of Table IV.

Tables VII, VIII

present the analysis of variance summary for family satisfaction and marital adjustment, respectively.

These tables

indicate that the null hypothesis of no between cell treatment
effects can be rejected beyond the .05
present the results of Dunn's

~rultiple
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between cell difference combinations.

Table X indicates

that marital adjustment scores for the non-complementary and
anti-complementary groups are significantly higher than that
of the congruent group at the .05 level for the two-tailed
comparison.

These findings do not support Hypothesis 2b.
When the husband perceives the family situation as one of:
(c) Hostile-Submission, his satisfaction
should be greatest when his wife
perceives Hostile-Dominance and
least when she perceives FriendlySubmission.

Summary statistics for this part of the hypothesis
are given in rows nine to twelve·of Table IV.

Tables XI,

XII present the analysis of variance summary for family satisfaction and marital adjustment, respectively.

The null hypo-

thesis of no treatment effects is accepted at the .05 level
for the family satisfaction variable but is rejected beyond
the .05 level for marital adjustment.

Dunn's statisticsfor

the differences in marital adjustment scores are presented in
Table XIII.

The anti-complementary group scores significantly

higher than the congruent group at the two-tailed .05 level.
These results do not support Hypothesis 2c.
When the hDsband perceives the family situation as one of:
(d) Friendly-Submission, his satisfaction
should be greatest wh~n his wife
perceives Friendly-Dominance and least
when she perceives Hostile-Submission.
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Summary statistics for this part of the hypothesis are
given in rows thirteen to sixteen of Table IV.

Tables XIV,

XV present the analysis of variance summary for family satisfaction and marital adjustment, respectively.

In both cases

the null hypothesis of no treatment effects is accepted at
the .05 level.

III.

The results do not support Hypothesis 2d.

FINDINGS PERTAINING TO HYPOTHESIS
THREE

A summary of the means, standard deviations and sample

sizes for female subjects' family satisfaction and marital
adjustment scores by levels of perceptual set and alignment
are presented in Table XVI.
Hypothesis 3:

When the wife perceives the
family situation as one of:
(a) Friendly-Dominance, her
satisfaction is greatest when
her husband perceives FriendlySubmission and least when she
perceives Hostile-Submission.

Summary statistics for this part of the hypothesis are
presented in rows one to four of Table XVI.

Tables XVII,

XVIII present the analysis of variance summary for family
satisfaction and marital adjustment, respectively.

These

results indicate that the null hypothesis of no treatment
effects is accepted at the .05 level;

The results do not
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support Hypothesis 3a.
When the wife perceives the family situation as one of:
(b) Hostile-Dominance, her satisfaction
should be greatest when her husband
perceives Hostile-Submission and
least when he perceives FriendlyDominance.
su~nary

statistics for this part of the hypothesis

are presented in rows five to eight of Table XVI.

Tables

XIX, XX present the analysis of variance summaries for family
satisfaction and marital adjustment, respectively.

In both

cases the null hypothesis of no treatment effects is rejected
beyond the .05 level.

Dunn's Multiple Comparisons for the six

between cell difference combinations are presented in Tables
XXI, XXII.

For both satisfaction measures the anti-complemen-

tary group scores significantly higher than the congruent
group at the .05 level of the two-tailed test.

These results

to not support Hypothesis 3b.
When the wife perceives the family situation as one of:
(c) Hostile-Submission, her satisfact~on
should be greatest when her husband
perceives Hostile-Dominance and least
when he perceives Friendly-Submission.
Summary statistics for this part of the hypothesis are
presented in rows nine to twelve of Table XVI.

The analysis

of variance summary for family satisfaction and marital
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adjustment are presented, respectively, in Tables_XXIII and
XXIV.

The null hypothesis of no treatment effects is accept-

ed at the .05 level for the marital adjustment variable.
Bartlett's test for homogeneity of variance of the family
satisfaction cells indicates that the homogeneity assumption
is rejected beyond the .05 level.

To further investigate the

differences in cell means, multiple t and t prime tests were
conducted.

These multiple comparisons are presented in Table

XXV.
The t-prime tests. indicate significant results for
comparisons of the non-complementary group with the other
three groups and the anti~complementary group versus the
congruent group.

These results do not support Hypothesis 3c.

When the wife perceives the family situation as one of:
(d) Friendly-Submission, her satisfaction
should be greatest when her husband
perceives Friendly-Dominance and least
when he perceives Hostile-Submission.
Sutnmary statistics for this part of the hypothesis are
presented in rows thirteen to sixteen of Table XVI.

Tables

XXVI, XXVII present the analysis of variance summaries for
family satisfaction and marital adjustment, respectively.
The null hypothesis of no treatment effect is accepted at the
.05 level.

These results do not support Hypothesis 3d.
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IV.

ADDITIONAL FINDINGS RELATED TO THE HYPOTHESIS

To supplement the one-way analyses of variance used
in Hypotheses two and three, a two-way analysis of variance
was conducted for each sex.

These two-way analyses tested the

two main effects due to the four levels of perceptual set and
alignment, along with the interaction effect of these factors.
Tables XXVIII, XXIX present the analysis of variance summaries
for male subjects on family satisfaction and marital adjustment, respectively.

Tables XXX, XXXI present the equivalent

tables for female subjects.

With the exceptions of the

alignment effect for males on the family satisfaction variable,
all other effects are significant beyond the .05 level.

In

all cases the effect due to perceptual set is significant
well beyond the .001 level.
Summary statistics for the two dependent variables
divided by levels of perceptual set are given in Table XXXII.
Since the homogeneity of variance assumption does not hold
across

perceptual sets, multiple t and t prime tests were

conducted ?etween the six pairings for each variable and sex.
The multiple t tests are presented in tables XXXIII through
XXXVI.

As indicated by the su1nmary statistics and t prime

tests, individuals with a Friendly-Dominant or Friendly-Submissive perceptual set are uniformly

more satisfied with the
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family situation than individuals in either of the Hostile
sets.

With the exception of male marital adjustment scores,

Friendly-Dominant individuals report greater satisfaction than
Friendly-Submissive individuals.
Table XXXVII presents the correlations between mates
and individuals on the two satisfaction measures.

Correla-

tions between two family satisfaction scores have a sample
size of 163 paired observations, while cor~elations involving
marital adjustment are based on 158 paired observations.
the correlations are significant well beyond the standard
.01 level.

All
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TABLE IV
MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND SAMPLE SIZES
FOR SATISFACTION SCORES DIVIDED BY CELLS: MALES

perceptual
Set

VARIABLES
Marital
Family
Satisfaction
Adjustment

FACTORS
Perceptual
Alignment
M
SD
N

936.00
257.58
15

117.60
15.28
15

AntiComplementary

M
SD
N
M
SD
N
M

Congruent

SD

989.83
200.09
6
877. ll~
226.14
7
955.33
204.23
18
286.25
276.17
8
335.78
267.45
9
379.50
192.35
8
36.78
361.49
14
133.00
396.47
7
443.14
159.15
7

115.17
6.56
6
123.71
13.47
7
119.12
7.78
17
104.88
13.84
8
107.50
13.40
8
107.38
11.29
8
85.36
21.18
14
102.14
16.50
7
109.57
9.62
7

F-D

Complementary

F-D

nComplementary

F-D
F-D

N
M
H-D

Complementary

H-D

NonComplementary

H-D

AntiComplementary

H-D

Congruent

H-S

Complementary

H-S

NonComplementary

9)

N
M
SD

N
M
SD
N
M
SD
N
M
SD
N
M
SD
N
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TABLE IV,
CONTINUED

FACTORS
Perceptual
Perceptual
Alignment
Set
H-S

AntiComplementary

H-S

Congruent

F-S

Complementary

F-S

NonComplementary

F-S

AntiComplementary

VARIABLES
Family
Satisfaction
M
SD

N
M
SD
N
M
SD
N
M
SD

N
M
SD
N
M

F-S

Congruent

SD
N

402.78
270.57
9
153.86
311.09
14
683.73
385.04
11
458.00
166.88
2
738.91
24Lj.• 78
11
702.06
261.06
. 17

Marital
Adjustment
115.37
17.30
8
94.08
12.28
13
118.70
7.86
10
122.00
5.66
2
111.2 7
12.44
11
112.18
7.40
17

TABLE V
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF FAMILY SATISFACTION
SCORES, BY LEVELS OF PERCEPTUAL ALIGNNENT: FRIENDLYDOMINANT MALES
Source of Variation

Be t"tveen Groups

Within Groups

Total

Sum of
Squares

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Squares

46906. 968

3

15635.654

2144904. 505

42

51069.148

2191809. 505

45

48706.867

F

.306

Level of
Significance

P > .20 (n.s.)

TABLE VI
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MARITAL ADJUSTMENT
SCORES, BY LEVELS OF PERCEPTUAL ALIGNMENT:
FRIENDLY-DOMINANT
MALES
Source of Variation

Sum of
Squares

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Squares

Between Groups

271.573

3

90.524

Within Groups

5539.612

41

135.112

Total

5811.191

44

132.072

F

.669

Level of
Significance
P

> . 20

(n. s. )

r

TABLE VII
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF FAMILY SATISFACTION
SCORES, BY LEVELS OF PERCEPTUAL ALIGNMENT:
HOSTILE-DOMINANT
'MALES
Source of Variation

Between Groups

Within

Total

Group~

Sum of
Squares

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Squares

827165.876

3

275721.938

3063948.505

35

87541.375

3891112.506

38

102397.687

F

3.149

Level of
Significance

p

(.037

TABLE VIII
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MARITAL ADJUSTMENT
SCORES BY LEVELS OF PERCEPTUAL ALIGNMENT:
HOSTILE-DOMINANT
MALES
Source of Variation

Sum of
Squares

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Squares

Between Groups

4018.908

3

. 1339.635

Within Groups

9321.960

34

274.175

13340.853

37

360.563

Total

F

4.886

Level of
Significance

p

<. 006

TABLE IX
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEANS OF
PERCEPTUAL ALIGNMENT GROUPS ON FAMILY
SATISFACTION SCORES FOR HOSTILE DOMINANT l"LALES

Mean

Comp

N-Comp

A-Comp

Cong

Complementary

286

50

94

-249

44

-299

Non-Complementary

336
Anti-Complementary

380
Congruent

37

--

--

-343

TABLE X
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEANS OF
PERCEPTUAL ALIGNMENT GROUPS ON ~~RITAL
ADJUSTMENT SCORES FOR HOSTILE-DOMINANT
MALES

Mean

Camp

N-Comp

A-Camp

2.6

2.5

Cong

Complementary

104.9

-19.5

Non-Complementary

107.5

- .1

-20.1*

Anti-Complementary

107.4

-.22. Oi>

Congruent

---

----

--~-~=---

r·-·~-,,-t~--TABLE XI
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF FAMILY SATISFACTION
SCORES BY LEVELS OF PERCEPTUAL ALIGNMENT :
HOSTILE-SUBMISSIVE
MALES
Source of Variation

Sum of
Squares

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Squares

Between Groups

687893.501

.3

229297.812

\-Ji thin Groups

2938883.505

33

89057.062

Total

3626776.505

36

100743.781

F

2.574

Level of
Signifkance

P <.07 (n.s.)

TABLE XII
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MARITAL ADJUST~lliNT
SCORES, BY LEVELS OF PERCEPTUAL ALIGNMENT :
HOSTILE-SUBMISSIVE
'MALES

Source of Variation

Sum of
Squares

Between Groups

2552.517

Within Groups

Total

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Squares

3

850.838

6095.363 .

31

196.624

8647.873

34

254.349

F

4.327

Level of
Significance

p <.011

----

,

.....,..,~MC~""'··-~•O>-.'•""-

TABLE XIII
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEANS OF PERCEPTUAL
ALIGNMENT GROUPS ON HARITAL ADJUSTMENT SCORES
FOR HOSTILE-SUBMISSIVE
MALES
Mean

Comp

Cong

N-Comp

A-Comp

7.5

13.3

-8.0

5.8

-15.5

Complementary

102.1
Non-Complementary

109.6
Anti-Comp~ementary

115.4

-21.3'""

Congruent

94.1
,·~p

<. 05

VI

0
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TABLE XIV
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF FAMILY SATISFACTION
SCORES, BY LEVELS OF PERCEPTUAL ALIG~~illNT :
FRIENDLY-SUBMISSIVE
MALES
Source of Variation

Between Groups

Sum of
Squares

Degrees of
Freedom

135790.312

3

Mean
Squares

45263.429

Within Groups

3200976. 505·

37

86512.875

Total

3336765.506

40

83419.140

F

.523

Level of
Significance

P

>. 20

(n. s. )

TABLE XV
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MARITAL ADJUSTMENT
SCORES, BY LEVELS OF PERCEPTUAL ALIGNMENT:
FRIENDLY-SUBMISSIVE
MALES
Source of Varlation

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Squares

Degrees of
Freedom

487.147

3

162.382

Within Groups

3012.747

36

83.687

Total

3499.893

39

89.740

Between Groups

F

1.940

Level of
Significance

P<.14 (n.s.)

VI
N

-=-_=-_-_::
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TABLE XVI
MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND SAMPLE SIZES
FOR SATISFACTION SCORES DIVIDED BY CELLS: FEMALES

FACTORS
Perceptual
perceptual
Alignment
Set
F-D

Complementary

F-D

NonComplementary

F-D

AntiComplementary

F-D

Congruent

H-D

Complementary

H-D

NonComplementary

H-D

AntiComplementary

H-D

Congruent

H-S

Complementary

H-S

NonComplementary

H-S

AntiComplementary

VARIABLES
Marital
Family
Satisfaction
Adjustment
M
SD
N
H

SD
N
M
SD
N
M
SD
N
M
SD
N
M
SD
N
M
SD
N
M
SD
N
M
SD
N
M
SD
N
M

SD
N

909.36
381.03
11
905.71
345.78
7
952.62
347.43
8
880.44
247.09
18
172.00
269.82
-:;

248.50
412.24
2
566.57
223.14
7
83.64
374.33
14
230.50
316.79
8
746.50
209.87
6
458.54
137.81
. 6

115.70
10.95
10
114.00
4.28
7
110.38
10.39
8
117.71
9.45
17
96.71-.19.64
7
106.50
16.26
2
110.71
9.43
7
84.78
15.46
14
96.88
24.53
8
116.33
9.37
6
106.00
9.37
6

I!
I
I

l:i:

il

i

,,1

!!i

:''1,

I'
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TABLE XVI,
CONTINUED

FACTORS
Perceptual
Perceptual
Set
Alignment

H-S

Congruent

F-S

Complementary

F-S

NonComplementary

F-S

AntiComplementary

F-S

Congruent

VARIABLES
Harital
Family
Satisfaction
Adjustment
H
SD
N
H
SD
N
H
SD
N
H
SD
N
M

SD
N

154.86
350.81
14
795.67
217.58
15
651.·22
302.32
9
558.00
202.00
9
691.88
192.71
17

100.31
19.43
13
112.93
10.37
15
114.75
8.89
8
111.13
12.14
8
113.35
9.36
17

---,
TABLE XVII
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF FAMILY SATISFACTION
SCORES, BY LEVELS OF PERCEPTUAL ALIG~~ENT :
FRIENDLY-DOMINANT
FEMALES
Source of Var1ation

Between Groups

SUm of
Squares

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Squares

29210.335

3

9736.779

Within Groups

4052134.506

40

101303.359

Total

4081344.006

43

94914.968

F

.096

Level of
Signifkance

P>.20 (n.s.)

TABLE XVIII
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MARITAL ADJUSTMENT
SCORES, BY LEVELS OF PERCEPTUAL ALIGNMENT:
FRIENDLY-DOMINANT
FEMALES
Source of Varlatlon

Sum of
Squares

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Squares

305.566

3

101.855

Within Groups

3375.500

38

88.828

Total

3681.065

41

89.782

Between Groups

F

1.146

Level of
Significance

P<.20 (n.s.)

---------- ----------TABLE XIX
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF FAMILY SATISFACTION
SCORES, BY LEVELS OF PERCEPTUAL ALIGNMENT :
HOSTILE-DOMINANT
FEYlALES
Source of Variation

Sum of
Squares

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Squares

Between Groups

1116952.253

372317.375

Within Groups

2727089.006

26

104888.031

Total

3844040.505

29

132553.125

F

3.549

Level of
Significance

p

< .03

....._____

---~-

------TABLE XX
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MARITAL ADJUSTMENT
SCORES, BY LEVELS OF PERCEPTUAL ALIGN~lliNT :
HOSTILE-DOMINANT
FEMALES

Source of

Var~atlon

Sum of
Squares

Degrees of
Freedom

3"

Mean
Squares

F

1158.051

4.842

Between Groups

3474.153

Within Groups

6217.707

26

239.142

Total

9691.859

29

334.202

Level of
Significance

P<.008

V1

00

TABLE XXI
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEANS OF PERCEPTUAL
ALIGm1ENT GROUPS ON FAMILY SATISFACTION SCORES
FOR HOSTILE-SUBMISSIVE
MALES
Mean

Comp

N-Comp

A-Comp

Cong

395

-88

318

-165

Complementary

172

77

Non-Complementary
249

Anti-Complementary

567
Congruent
84
~·~p<

.05

------TABLE

X.,'{ I

I

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEANS OF PERCEPTUAL
ALIGNMENT GROUPS ON MARITAL ADJUSTMENT SCORES
FOR HOSTILE-DOMINANT
FE:tv1AI~ES

Mean

Comp

Cong

N-Cornp

A-Comp

9.8

14.0

-11.9

4.2

-21.7

Complementary

86.7
Non-Complementary

106.5
A uti-Complementary
110.7·

Congruent

84.8
·kp

<. 05

-25. 9•;\•

TABLE XXIII
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF FAMILY SATISFACTION
SCORES, BY LEVEL OF PERCEPTUAL ALIGNMENT
HOSTILE-SUBMISSIVE
FEMALES
Source of Variation

Sum of
Squares

Between Groups

1719909.752

Within Gro:ups

Total

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Squares

3

573303.251

2712530.505 .

35

77500.859

4432436.011

38

116643.031

F

7.397

Level of
Significance

P<.0006

--- - _.,_- ---

----------

TABLE XXIV
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MARITAL ADJUSTMENT
SCORES, BY LEVELS OF PERCEPTUAL ALIGNMENT :
HOSTILE-SUBMISSIVE
FEVlALES
Source of Variation

Sum of
Squares

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Squares

F

Level of
Significance

1.464

P>.20 (n.s.)

Between Groups

1537.891

3

512.630

Within Groups

11900.964

34

350.028

Total

13438.847

37

363.212

TABLE XXV
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEANS OF PERCEPTUAL
ALIGNMENT GROUPS ON FAMILY SATISFACTION SCORES
FOR HOSTILE-SUBMISSIVE
FEMALES

vs.

D. F.

T

ADJ. D. F.

T PRIME
-3. 658-,'o'<

Comp.

N-Comp.

12

-3.445

12

Comp.

A-Comp.

17

-2.142

9

-1.908

Comp.

Cong.

20

-0.503

16

0.518

N-Comp.

A-Comp.

15

3.431

7

N-Comp.

Cong.

18

3.813

16

4. 656i(*

A-Comp.

Cong.

23

2.701

18

2. 961';'(')'(

-.r P
?b~

p

3. 024"~<

<. 05
< . 01

0'\

w

TABLE XXVI
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF FAMILY SATISFACTION
SCORES, BY LEVELS OF PERCEPTUAL ALIGNMENT :
FRIENDLY-SUBMISSIVE
. FEMALES
Source of Variation

Between Groups

Sum of
Squares

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Squares

337763.188

3

112587.718

Within Groups

2314534.006

46

50315.953

Total

2652294.505

49

54128.453

F

2.237

Level of
Significance

P > .10 (n.s.)

TABLE XXVII
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MARITAL ADJUSTMENT
SCORES, BY LEVELS OF PERCEPTUAL ALIGNMENT :
FRIENDLY-SUBMISSIVE
FEMALES
Source of Variation

- - -

Degrees of
Freedom

Mem

Squares

F

.177

54.475

3

18.158

Wi.thin Groups

4491.184

44

102.072

Total

4545.656

47

96.716

Between Groups

r

Sum of
Squares

Level of
Significance

P> .20 (n.s.)

TABLE
XXVIII
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
OF FAMILY SATISFACTION SCORES BY PERCEPTUAL SET
AND PERCEPTUAL ALIGNMENT: MALE SUBJECTS
Source of
Variation

Sum of
Squares

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Squares

F

Level of
Significance

Perceptual Set (s)

14684090.023

3

4894697.013

67.6

p

<. 001

Perceptual
Alignment (a)

633481.126

3

211160.344

2.9

p

<. 036

s x a

1189383.752

9

132153.750

1.8

P

<. 068

Within Group

10284884.023

142

72428.750

(n. s.)

----TABLE XXIX
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
OF MARITAL ADJUSTMENT SCORES BY PERCEPTUAL
SET AND PERCEPTUAL ALIGNMENT: MALE
. SUBJECTS

Source of
Variation
Perceptual Set
(s)
Perceptual
Alignment
(a)
s x a

Within Group

Sum of
Squares

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Squares

F

Level of
Significance

10294.642

3

3431.547

20.329

p

< . 001

3303.928

3

1101.309

6.524

p

<. 001

4026.198

9

447.355

2.650

p

<. 007

23969.593

142

168.799

---- _ -· -- -- - - - ...,

---- ----

TABLE XXX
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
OF FAMILY SATISFACTION SCORES
BY PERCEPTUAL SET AND PERCEPTUAL ALIGNMENT:
FEMALE SUBJECTS

Source of
Variation

Sum of
Squares

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Squares

F

Level of
Significance

Perceptual Set
(s)

Perceptual
Alignment
(a)
s

X

a

Within Group

10736566.027

3

3578855.006

44.254

p

<. 001

1005058.876

3

335019.625

4.142

p

<. 007

2040930.252

9

226770.031

2.804

p

<. 004

11483508.023

142

80869.765

TABLE XXXI
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
OF MARITAL ADJUST~~NT SCORES BY
PERCEPTUAL SET AND PERCEPTUAL ALIGNMENT: FEMALE SUBJECTS
Source of
Variation

Sum of
Squares

Perceptual Set
(s)

9126.453

3

3042.150

16.624

p

< . 001

Perceptual
Alignment

1033.932

3

344.644

1.883

p

<.135

4338.125

9

482.013

2.634

p

<. 007

142

182.994

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Squares

Level of
Significance

F

a
s x a

Within Group

·2595 ~ 281

(n. s. )

.,

·------ ...............
TABLE XXXII
MEAN, STANDARD DEVIATION, AND SAMPLE
SIZE BY PERCEPTUAL SET AND SEX

Perceptual Set

MALES
Family
Satisfaction

M

FriendlyDominant

SD
N

M

HostileDorr.in&'1 t
Hostile- .
Submissive

SD
N
M
SD
N
M

FriendlySubmissive

SD
N

899.11
312.49
42
227.93
364.08
30
353.13
343.97
38
707.96
221.79
48

Marital
Adjustment
115.21
9.48
42
95.07
18.28
30
103.76
19.06
38
113.08
9.83
48

FEMALES
Marital
Family
Satisfaction Adjustment
941.36
223.18
45
227.40
324.29
38
270.60
325.57
35
718.75
249.16
40

118.80
11.49
45
98.76
18.99
38
103.65
15.95
35
114.05
9.47
40

.......,
0

TABLE XX.JCIII
DIFFERENCES BETw~EN MEANS OF PERCEPTUAL
SET GROUPS ON FAMILY SATISFACTION SCORESMALE SUBJECTS

vs.

D. F.

T

ADJ. D.F.

T

PRIME

F-D

H-D

70

8.389

56

8 .176-;h'(

F-D

H-S

78

7.442

75

7 .407-i(·k

F-D

F-S

88

3.379

73

3. 30S·ki'"

H-D

H-S

66

-1.452

61

-1.442

H-D

F-S

76

-7.246

43

-6. 505-;b'c

H-S

F-S

84

-5.790

60

-5. 515-;'d(

TABLE XXXIV
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEANS OF PERCEPTUAL
SET GROUPS ON FAMILY SATISFACTION SCORESFEMALE SUBJECTS

D. F.

T

ADJ. D.F.

T PRIME

F-D

H-D

81

11.825

64

11. 470~'dc

F-D

H-S

78

10.918

57

10. 430?'o'(

F-D

F-S

83

4.345

79

~~.317~b'<'

H-D

H-S

71

0.567

70

H-D

F-S,

76

7.526

69

H-S

F-S

73

6.739

63

-

-

0.567
7.475~'dc

-

6. 621~':*

TABLE XXXV
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEANS OF PERCEPTUAL
ALIGNI1ENT GROUPS ON MARITAL ADJUSTMENT SCORESl1..1\LE SUBJECTS

vs.

D. F.

T

ADJ. D.F.

T PRIME

F-D

H-D

70

6.097

40

5. 528·:d·

F-D

H-S

78

3.452

53

3. 348~·o-~

F-D

F-S

88

1.043

87

1.045

H-D

H-S

66

-1.902

63

-1.910

H-D

F-S

76

. -5.655

40

-4. 966~'0'"

H-S

F-S

84

-2.933

52

-2.738~''""'"

'k''\

p

< .01

TABLE XXXVI
DIFFERENCES BETvffiEN MEANS OF PERCEPTUAL
ALIGNMENT GROUPS ON MARITAL ADJUSTMENT SCORE~
FEMALE SUBJECTS

vs.

D. F.

T

ADJ. D.F.

T PRIJ.viE

F-D

H-D

81

5.914

59

5. 684<'o'(

F-D

H-S

78

4.93-4

60

4. 740•h'<'

F-D

F-S

83

2.063

83

2. 087"(

H-D

H-S

71

- 1.187

70

-1.194

H-D

F-S

76

- 4.533

54

-4. 461•'o'\"

H-S

F-S

73

-

54

-3. 368--b'<'

-·~p
•'~"~P

<. 05

<. 01

3.480

-- ------TABLE XXA'VII
CORRELATION PillTRIX BETIJEEN SATISFACTION
MEASURES

1

2

1.

Family Satisfaction:

Husbands

1.00

"L

Marital Adjustment

.

Husbands

.68'

1. 00

•

3

3.

Family Satisfaction:

Wives

.54

.47

1.00

4.

Marital Adjustment

Wives

.50

.67

.57

4

1.00

.....1

r
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

J

I

The special treatment afforded "congruence" as a
perceptual set is in need of further explanation.

The primary

analysis of Hypothesis 1 evidenced a disproportionately large
number of families with congruent perceptual sets.

In

vie~:v

of the Q-Sort's instructions (van der Veen, 1963) which direct
the subject to describe his family group "as honestly and
accurately" as possible, it is not surprising that a significant consensus of opinion is displayed.

The fact that a

majority of families did not report congruent perceptions
was taken as a sign that the modified Q-Sort item sets could
detect salient aspects of individual subject's social and
emotional states.
To further investigate the alignment of the marital
dyads, a second order measure was derived for couples showing
primary congruence.

This second order alignment paired an

individual's highest perceptual set with his mate's second
highest set.

In this way,

congruen~e

was eliminated and the

individuals from this category re-assigned in terms of the
three remaining primary alignments.

As indicated in Tables

II and III, the second order alignments tended to maintain

76
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the affective element of friendliness or hostility and shift
the power factor to form the reciprocal relationship called
for in the definition of complementarity.

This pattern of

shifting resulted in substantial support for the second order
tests of complementary perceptual alignment between spouses.
On an a priori basis, there was no reason to assume
that individuals from groups showing first or second order
complementarity would display similar patterns of satisfaction
across perceptual sets.

In fact, the Leary (1957) and Carson

(1969) theoretical framework predicts marked differences between
congruent and complementary alignments.

For this reason,

congruence was maintained as a distinct form of alignment
within Hypothese 2 and 3.
The essential thrust of the remaining hypotheses is
that complementary perceptual alignment combines with complementary behavioral exchanges to form an integrated system
which has concurrent utility for both individuals.

The utility

of the complementary system is drawn from the reduction in
anxiety experience by
personal identity.

consens~al

validation of one's inter-

Since security maintenance and validation

of one's self-concept· are vie\ved as major goals of any interaction, couples \vith complementary perceptual alignment
expected to experience greater satisfaction within their

were

r
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marital situation than noncomplementary couples.

No support

was realized for this allegation, as evidenced by the cell
means in Tables IV and XVI and the further analyses of
satisfaction scores within levels of perceptual set and
across alignment categories.

The identified complementary

groups did not manifest greater measures of satisfaction within
their interaction situation.
The most salient variable relating to an individual's
satisfaction 'tvas that of perceptual set.

As

shown in Table

XXXII, individuals who viewed the marital situation as one
of Friendly-Dominance were more satisfied than subjects with
Friendly-Submissive perception, and both of these groups
expressed substantially more satisfaction than individuals
who viewed the affective aspect of the family as hostile.
These differential effects for perceptual sets were not
unexpected since the Q-Sort instrument has consistently yielded measures which discriminate between high-and low-adjusted
individuals (van der Veen, 1963; 1971).
The

t~ro--vmy

analyses of variance conducted across

perceptual sets and alignments, presented in Tables XXVIII
through XXXI, shoH significant interaction effects.
interaction effects constitute the
Hypotheses 2 and 3.

subs~~ive

These

results of

The investigation of Hypothesis 2, a and

r
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d, and 3, a and d, indicated that individuals' marital satisfaction within a friendly affective perceptual set was not
affected by their mates' perception of the situation.

In

contrast, the remaining two parts of Hypotheses 2 and 3
demonstrate

t~t

when an individual perceives a hostile

affective domain , his or her satisfaction with the marriage
is mediated by the spouse's perception of the situation.
Tables IV and XVI present the group means which illustrate
this point.
tual set, his

Where the criterion subject has a hostile percep~tisfacti.on

is greatest with a non-complementary

or anti-complementary alignment and least with a complementary
or congruent alignment.

The nature of these effects are more

clearly revealed by dropping the alignment category titles and
examining the combination of perceptual sets which they represent.

Viewed in this perspective, the results indicate

a clear trend for subjects with a hostile perceptual set to
experience greater satisfaction when their mate has a friendly
affective perceptual set.

Comparisons of group means reached

statistical significance in nine out of thirty-two combinations testing this relationship.

Furthermore, the group

means supported this trend in all thirty-two combinations of
satisfaction measures.

While the causal nature of this align-

ment effect is not clear, its converse, 16wer satisfaction

r
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for a friendly criterion group with hostile spouses, was
clearly not indicated.
A further aspect of this alignment trend was that
wives with hostile perceptual sets realized greatest satisfaction when their husband had a Friendly-Dominant perceptual
set.

This trend was shown in all t·h?elve pairings of satisfac-

tion scores for wives with hostile perceptual sets, and reached
significant levels for five of these pairings.
The uniformity of satisfaction scores across alignment categories for subjects with friendly affective sets may
result from what Luckey (1961) describes as encompassing the
spouse "within the halo of their satisfaction."

The sensitivity

of wives with hostile perceptual sets to both the affective
and power dimensions of their mates corresponds to the general
finding (Luckey, 1961;

Murstein, 1972) of greater female

commitment and interdependence within the marriage.

Murstein

(1972) concluded that wives' "happiness was much more dependent on how they saw their husbands than was the case for how
husbands smv their Hives."

Furthermore, the salience of

dominance in the male's family concept could serve to fulfill
certain role expectations for the dyad (Luckey, 1961).
Returning again to the major theoretical premise
that complementarity represents an

i~herently

satisfying

r
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form of interaction, the obtained results must be evaluated
in terms of the methodological procedures.

The support

obtained for Hypothesis 1 depends, in part, upon the distinctness of the four item sets.

While the Dominance-Submission

factor seems clearly represented in the four quadrants (see
Appendix II), a "common factor analysis" of the Q-Sort ratings
on the forty-seven items used in this study by three-hundred
fourteen of the subjects failed to reveal this underlying
structure.

The factor score coefficients, with two exceptions

(items28 and 67), confirmed the affective breakdown of the
item sets, but showed mixing of dominant and submissive items
on the two identified fact:ors.

In view of this factor study,

the results obtained for Hypothesis 1 could

rep~esent

a chance

occurrence, and therefore further evidence is needed to confirm
complementarity as a major form of interaction.
The results indicated by

Hypothes~s

2 and 3 represent

significant findings in a direction opposite to that suggested
by the Leary-Carson framework.

If indeed, complementarity can

be established as a structural element in interpersonal
interaction, then the rewards inherent in this alignment do
not appear to be accessible to the self report type satisfaction measures used in this study.
An alternative explanation is that an individual's

r
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family satisfaction is a function of his or her alignment
with his entire family unit or possibly with a larger system
of relevant individuals, and thus cannot be assessed in the
simplified dyadic situation.

Further investigations into

this theoretical position should attempt to isolate true
dyadic situation or treat intact interpersonal systems.

r
CHAPTER VI
SUMNARY

The interpersonal theories of Leary (1957), Laing
(1966) and Carson (1969) have led to the specifications of
complementary alignment as a mutually satisfying form of
interaction.

The present study has investigated marital

satisfaction scores as affected by members of marital dyads
having different perceptual alignments.
The Family Concept Q-Sort was used to determine four
categories of perceptual sets based on the division of the
interpersonal space along two dimensions, (1) affect and (2)
power.

These four perceptual sets--Friendly-Dominant, Hostile-

Dominant, Hostile-Submissive, and Friendly-Submissive--were
used to define the alignment categories for dyads.

The notion

ofacomplementary dyad was defined by similarity with respect
to affect and a reciprocal relation in the power dimension.
Non-complementary and anti-complementary alignments, respectively, violDte one or both of the relations needed for
complementarity.
Two measures of marital satisfaction were obtained
for each subject along with his perceptual set and dyad
alignment.
83
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A test for the salience of complementary interaction
between married couples yielded only mixed support.
further investigation of

s~isfaction

The

scores conducted within

perceptual sets and across alignment categories contradicted
the hypothesis of increased satisfaction for complementary

i I

dyads.
II

The results did indicate a significant interaction
effect between perceptual set and perceptual alignment factors.
Individuals with friendly perceptual sets experienced no
significant variation in satisfaction due to his or her dyad
alignment.

Individuals \vith hostile perceptual sets experi-

enced greater satisfaction when his or her mate's perceptual
set had a friendly affective tone.

For female subjects, this

effect was enhanced when the husband perceived a FriendlyDominnnt

family situation as opposed to a Friendly-Submissive

concept.
These findings irriicate that a relationship exists
between the perceptual alignment of marital dyads and the
satisfaction realized within the marriage.

Sugiestions for

further research have focused on the clarification of the
dominance dimension and isolation of intact interpersonal
situations.

r
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APPENDIX I
QUADRANTS OF INTERPERSONAL BEHAVIOR*
(2)

Friendly-Dominance

Hostile-Dominance

(1)

"I am superior to you, and you, "I am a strong, competent
knowledgeable person on whom
being a lesser person, are
you may rely for effective
hardly worthy of my serious
guidance and leadership'L-consideration"----"I am a
"I am a strong, competent,
threatening and dangerous perempathetic
person on whom
son, and you are a suitable
you may count for understandtarget for my wrath."
ing and emotional support."

"I am a weak) deficient, unworthy person deserving of your
domination, rejection and
contempt"----"I reject and mistrust you for you are, or are
certain to become, umvorthy of
my affection and esteem."
(3)

"I am an exceedingly friendly, agreeable, unchallcnging
person who \·lOuld like you
to like me"----"I am a weak
and helpless person in need
of your aid and support."
Friendly-Submission

Hostile-Submission

(4)

*Quotes taken from Carson, 1969.
The preceeding table presents the four quadrants
of int~rperson~l behavior. Within each quadrant are two samples
of the self-concepts of individuals who are representative oftl1e
personality types described by the quadrant label.
Considering the breakdm..rn of types, please rate
each of the following Family Concept items into one and only one
of the quadrants. In making this rating primary consideration
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APPENDIX I,
continued
should be paid to the tone of the item with respect to (1)
Hostility-Friendliness~imension and (2) a DominanceSubmission dimension. Decisions on the tone of the item
along these two dimensions will determine which quadrant
the item belongs in.

a

Indicate the quadrant number (one through four) in the
space to the left of each item number.

r
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APPENDIX I, CONTINUED
FAMILY-CONCEPT Q-SORT ITEMS

_Quadrants

1.
2.
3.
4.

We like to do new and different things.
We usually can depend on each other.
We have a number of close friends.
We often do not agree on important matters.
5. Each of us tries to be the kind of person the
others will like.
6. Good manners and proper behavior are very
important to us.
7. We feel secure when we are with each other.
8. We want help with our problems.
9. We do many things together.
10. Each of us wants to tell the others what to do.
11. There are serious differences in our standards
and values.
12. We feel free to express any thought or feeling
to each other.
13. Our home is the center of our activites.
14. We are an affectionate family.
15. It is not our fault that we are having difficulties.
16. Little problems often become big ones for us.
17. We do not understand each other.
18. He get along very well in the community.
19. He often praise or compliment each other.
20. He do not talk about sex.
21. He get along much better \vith persons outside
the family than with each other.
22.
If we had more money mpst of our present
problems would be gone.
23. He are proud of our family.
24. We do not like each other's friends.
25.
There are many conflicts in our family.
26. We are usually calm and relaxed when we are
together.
27. We are not a talkative family.
28. We respect each other's privacy.
29. Accomplishing what we want to do seems to be
difficult for us.
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APPENDIX I, CONTINUED
_Quadrants

30.
31.

We tend to worry about many things.
We often upset each other without intending

it.

32.
33.

Nothing exciting ever seems to happen to us.
We are a deeply religious family.
34. We are continunlly getting to know each other
better.
35. We need each other.
36. We do not spend enough time together.
37. We do not understand what is causing our
difficulties.
38. Success and prestige are very important to us.
39. ~.Je encourage each other to develop in his or
her m,m ind i vidua 1 ;,..;ay.
40. We are ashamed of some things about our family.
41. We have a warm, close relationship i.vith each
other.
42. There are some topics which we avoid talking
about.
43. Together we can overcome almost any difficulty.
44. We really do trust and confide in each other.
45. We make many demands on each other.
46. We take care of each other.
47. Our activities together are usually planned
.and organized.
48. The family has always been very important to us.
49. We get more than our share of illness.
50. We are considerate of each other.
51. We can stand up for our rights if necessary.
52. We are all responsible for our family problems.
53. There is not enough discipline in our family.
54. We have very good times together.
55. He depend on each other too much.
56. He often become angry at each other.
57. We live largely by other people's standards
·and values.
58. We are not as happy together as we night be.
5 0":J. He are critical of each other.
60. We are satisfied ;,vi th the '.·Jay in which ;,..;e now
live.
61. Usually each of us goes his own separate way.
62. We resent each other's outside activites.
63. We have respect for each other's feelings and

r
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APPENDIX I, CONTINUED
Quadrants
opinions, even when we differ strongly.
64. We sometimes wish 'I;·Je could be an Entirely
different family.
65. We are sociable and really enjoy being with
people.
66. We are a disorganized family.
67.
It is important to us to know how we appear
to others.
68. Our decisions are not our own, but are forced
upon us by circumstances.
69. We are not really fond of one another.
70. We are a strong, competent family.
71. We just cannot tell each other our real
feelings.
72. We are not satisfied with anything short of
perfection.
73. We forgive each other easily.
74. We are usually somewhat reserved with each
other.
75. We rarely hurt each other's feelings.
76. We like the same things.
77. We usually reach decisions by discussion and
compromi.s8.
78. We can adjust well to new situations.
79. We are liked by most "people who know us.
80. We are full of life and good spirits.

.'

!

- ·· APPENDIX II
Family Concept Item Worksheet

1.

We like to do new and different things.

2.

We usually can depend on each other •'

3.

We have a number of close friends.

4.

We often don't agree O? important items.

5.

7..,_

Each of us tries to be the kind of person the
others like.
Good manners and proper behavior are very
it1?_E_Ortant to us.
We feel secure when we re with each other.

8.

We want help with our problE!JDS.

9.

We do many things together.

6.

10.

Each of us wants to tell the others .what to do.

ll.

13.

There are serious differences in our standards
a.rul values
We feel free to express any j:hought or feeling
to each other.
Our home is the center of our activity.

14.

We are an affectionate fami1y.

15.

It is not

12.

,

o~r.

tl.ttle. problems often become big ones for us.

17.

We

18.

We get along very well in the community.

19.

We often praise or compliment each other.

20.

We do not talk about sex.
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Family Concept Item Wor
ee

:
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21. We get along much better with persons outside
the family than with each other.
22. If we had more money most of our present
problems would be gone.
23. We are proud of our family.

12..

28. We respect each other's privacy.

31. We often upset each other without

34. We are continually getting to know each other
better
We
need
each
other.
35.
36. We do not spend enough time together.
37. We do ·not understand what is causing our
difficulties.
38. Success and prestige arevery important to us.
39. We encourage-each other to develop 1.n h1s

or her own individual way.
40. We are ashamed of some things about our family.
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difficult for us.
30. We tend to worry about many things.
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25. There are many conflicts in our family.
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24. We do not like each other's friends.

26. t-1e are usually calm and relaxed when we are
together.
27. We are not a talkative family.
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Family Concept Item Worksheet
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Family Concept Item Worksheet
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62. We resent each other's outside activities.

63. we have respect for each other's feelings and
oninions even when i.:e differ strongly.
64. We sometimes wish we could be an entirely
differe_rr_t;_ family.
65. He are sociable and really enjoy being with
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... 66. We are a disorganized family.
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68. Our decisions are
forced upon us bv circumstance.
69. We are not really fond of one another.
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74. We are usually somewhat reserved with each
other.
75 •. We rarely hurt each other's feel
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76. We like the same things.

79. We are liked by most people who
80. We are full of life and good spirits.
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77. We usually reach decisions by discussion
and compromise.
78. We can adjust well to new situations.
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70. We are a strong, competent family.
71. We just cannot tell each other our real
feelings.
·
72. 1,-.'e are not satisfied with anything short of
perfection.
7 3. We forgive each other easily.
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